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IMPORTANT PLANTS OUTLINED
,IN LAMINATED GUillES

- The Virgin Islands are rich

with lush tropical foliage. For
those who are interested in more
than just the beauty of our botani-
cal treasures, a new and valuable
resource has recently been devel-
oped.

, Th~ Division's Education
~' ~- Bureau has teamed up with the

1 University of the Virgin Islands'
" Cooperative Extension Service to produce a series of

detailed reference sheets known as the Important
Native Plant Species of the Virgin Islands.

Three groups of plants are highlighted: Coastal'
Flora, Endangered Flora, and Native Ornamental Flora.

The Important Plant Species
fact sheets are laminated in
heavy plastic, with information
such as the bo'tanical name,
family, common name, status,
vegetation type, and descriptionof the plant's physical character- \ - ,

istics on one side of the sheet. "
Miscellaneous information about

each plant is also included, such as historical uses and potential '

medicinal benefits. Most sheets also feature a graphic
illustration of the plant.

Information on each plant's geographic range, habi-
. tat and associated species, and information on special

cultivation needs is also included.
The Coastal and Native Ornamen-

tal series feature actual pressed
specimens on the opposite side of the
fact sheet. Specimens of the Endan-

" gered plant series were not collected
for environmental reasons. Instead,

I' photographs were used for ease of
identification.

The plant identification sheets will
be useful fot students, architects and

builders, landscapers, surveyors and those who are
simply interested in learning more about the plants in
the Virgin Islands.

The Important Native Plant Species identification
sheets are available on a loan basis by contacting the
Division offices CSt. T. 775-6762, St. C. 772-1955) and
Cooperative Extension Service offices CSt. T. 774-0210,
St. C. 772-0246).

If you throw your trash into
the ocean, it will drift away and
you'll never have to see it again. .

, It goes away forever, right?
Not!

" Your trash may drift out of
, ~lglL, uuL ~uilleuuuy elbe'!)' Lla81

~ washes in with the next tide.
. Well, the folks at the Cen~r. I
v w' for Marine Conservation (CMC)

are trying to turn the tide on trash being dumped into
our world's oceans.

The CMC's annual international coastal cleanup,dates will b~ observed September 18 - October 11. '

Commonly referred to as "Coastweeks", the event is .

aimed at cleaning debris from coastal areas, and accu-
mulating data on its origin. . .

By discovering the source of marine pollution, steps
can be taken to eliminate it. For example, a leading
cruise ship line was recently fined by the U.S. Coast
Guard after plastic cups and other items printed with
the cruise line's logo began washing ashore. The cruise
line's ships had been illegally dumping garbage over-
board at night while out at sea.

Coastweeks is observed in all coastal areas of the
United States and its territories, and many foreign
countries. Participation is increasing each year, as
more and more people begin to realize that our marine
resources are not limitless. The first organized clean-up
was in 1984, with 2,000 volunteers. In 1992, 145,000
people from 34 states and territories and 12 countries
participated.

Where the oceans are concerned, the saying "what
goes around, comes around" is particularly true: The
oceans do not recognize international boundaries or
dotted lines on maps.

The Virgin Islands rely upon clean oceans to support
the tourism and fishing indu,stries as well as our own
quality of life. For this reason, your support of
Coastweeks beach clean-ups is important.

The Division offices in St. Thomas and St. Croix have
pamphlets with information on how to organize and
conduct a beach clean-up. Please contact our offices
with your group's clean-up information, as we intend to
publish a list of all Coastweeks activities.

Free plastic bags, data collection sheets, and pencils
can be obtained by visiting our offices in Red Hook or
Fredericksted.
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HURRICANE BUZZWORDS
Since guys like Hugo and Andrew have waylaid the

Caribbean and coastal United States in recent years,
we've begun to pay attention when hurricanes are
mentioned in the weather forecast.

With all the technical terms used to describe tropical
storm systems, you practically need to get a mail-order
degree in meteorology just to understand what the
weatherman is talking about.

~nerally, tropical storms bring high winds and rain,
with the possibility of flooding in low-lying areas.

The following terms are used to describe tropical
storm systems:

Tropical Wave - has little or no circulation, wind
speed less than 38 miles per hour.

Tropical Depression - some rotary circulation, wind
speed greater than 39 miles per hour.

Tropical Storm - Some rotary circulation, highest
wind speed 73 miles per, hour.

Hurricane - distinct rotary circulation, wind speed
of 74 miles per hour or more.

Small (::raft Warning - when a hurricane moves
wi thin "a few hundred miles of the coast, boaters are
advised not to venture into the open ocean.

Gale Warning - added to a small craft warning
when winds of 38-55 miles per hour are expected.

Storm Warning - when winds of 55-74 miles per
hour are expected.

Hurricane Watch - indicates that hurricane condi-
tions are a real possibility. Precautions should be taken.

Hurricane Warning - winds of at least 74 miles per
hour are expected to pass over coastal areas within 24
hours.
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ADAMS JOINS FISHERIES FAMILY
The Division is pleased to welcome the newestmem-

ber of the fisheries staff, Aaron Adams, who has fined
the position of Fisheries Biologist II in our St. Croixoffice. "

Aaron attended St. Mary's College in Maryland,
majoring in Liberal Arts and Marine Science, a~d
recently received his Master's degree in Fisheries
Biology From the Virginia Institute of Marine Seience(VIMS). "

While at VIMS, Aaron worked as a research assis-
tant. He was involved in visual sampling of offshore
artificial reefs, a project funded in part by grants from
the Sport Fishing Institute and the Virginia Sea Grant
office. Simi1ar studies have been conducted on coral
reefs, but thi"s is the first such study of its kind devoted
strictly to fisl.. populations on Ii! Liut.:ial,ur ll1al1-111aue
reef systems.. To gather data for this study, Aaron logged many

hours underwater over a period of more than a year and
a half, observing fish activity and recording information
on the number of species living on the artificial reefs.

In addition to his research, Aaron has worked as a
Fisheries Technician with the California Dept. of Fish &
Game.

Locally, Aaron will be involved in biostatistical data
collection projects including commercial and recre-
ational port sampling. In addition, he will assist with
tuna and baitfish studies aimed at monitoring the
population of these species in Virign Islands waters.
His training will also prove beneficial to a Mangrove
habitat study, the SEAMAP project, and joint projects
shared with the National Park Service.

After having spent many months diving in the cold
and murky waters off the eastern shore of Virginia,
Aaron enjoys spending his free time fishing, surfing, and
diving in the crystal clear Caribbean.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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